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The beautiful holy man Kaleb is summoned to a planet plagued by demons. The settlers were

foolish to claim a world close to the dark gods, but Kaleb still wishes to use his powers to help them.

General Caine is a the demon assigned by the dark god Exinious to guard his world. He makes sure

Kaleb knows he's welcome on his planet. The settlers are intruders in the territory, but beautiful

Kaleb may be his guest.The naive Kaleb is weakened by the overpowering dark aura of this world.

He doesn't know what to make of his demonic enemy. He expected grandiose spiritual battles with

the charming beast. Instead he deals with unsettling visitations in his bedroom... Previously

published as a graphic novel bonus story and as the Offered to a Demon comic book. One of writer

Yamila's best manga one-shots to date!
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I liked the story but wish it didn't take so long for the hook to come out. Basically the story is, miners

settle a planet that is already taken. As punishment the demons steal all the women and posses the

men. Enter the Priest, he is to help the people but they do not tell him how(yet). He was brought to



the planet to be traded to the demons for the women but no one tells him that. It was a good story

but I would have like to see the tormenting of the miners prior to the priest arrival. I did like this book

but it could have had much more added to the story.

I bought this book to add to my collection. I love every one that I have.

Love the story!!! Really awesome!!!!

I bought this book out of curiosity, as I was told it had an excellent story. I do know there are two

versions of this story, but chose to go with this one first. The artwork isn't the greatest, but is decent

enough not to hinder the experience. The story itself felt somewhat vague. While we do see a bit of

the main characters...character, I could not help but feel there were details missing to the story

overall. The relationship to the demon, especially, felt rather rushed and the book seemed to end

too quickly to really be immersed into the world it tries to portray.I am told the novel version is more

detailed and far superior in narrative to this book, and perhaps I might read it someday, but on its

own this one fell somewhat short. Still, it had some good ideas that I would have loved to see better

developed.

Yamilla just did a rewrite of this comic called Tender Master. Tender Master tells the story better in

my opinion but i didn't mind spending the money to have both.

A huge disappointment in content and art. It should be a free offering but even then the space it

takes up is too much.
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